The Fourier transform will be introduced into this setting. A theorem will be proven relating the convergence of the tranform to the parameter, s, which sweeps out a scale of genralized Fock spaces.
sum of these spaces. However, when you want to describe a frequency o a parLice Lhe Fourier transform must be studied.
This presents a significant problem since the -2Itw kernel, e does not belong to any LP(Rq) space. This kernel problem is solved in tempered distribution theory (Constantlnescu [2] , Gelfand and Shilvo [4] , Llghthill [5] , and Zemanian [6] ) but the infinite number of variables problem still remains. This paper will implement tempered distributions together with a holomorphlc functional theory developed in Schmeelk [7] [8] [9] [10] 
THE FOURIER TRANSFORM ON (rPB)
In a previous paper [9] , it was shown that the dual of r [7] [8] [9] [10] and Schwartz [15] .
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